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Figure 1   Cover page. Kauri at Manginangina, East Puketi.
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Piki atu au kite taumata      I climb to the summit
o tōku maunga,      Of my mountain
Ka kite au i te mana,      To see the lands
i te ihi o te whenua nei ō ōku tīpuna.   Of my ancestors.

People return to the lands of their ancestors to reconnect with their roots and customs.1

51   Patricia & Waiariki Grace, Earth, Sea, Sky: Images and Māori Proverbs From The Natural World of Aotearoa New Zealand, (Wellington: Huia Publishers, 2003) p.56.



home in Rangiahua, Northland. Logging 
has brought with it great physical and 
spiritual damage to the natural condition 
and ecology of other northland forests, 
in the same ways. This damage is felt 
by both the forest and the people who 
belong to these places.
 A facility designed for the 
reconnection between people and 
place can occur only within that 
place. This research project proposes 
an architectural intervention within 
a natural environment, focusing on 
regenerating these connections through 
physical, spiritual, mental and emotional  
immersion. A simiultaneous translation of 
this connection will be through an active 
attempt in mending the relationship 
between people and the Kauri tree. This, 
not only in the sense that Tane Mahuta 
is the God of the Forest, but also with 
the devastation that this forest giant as 
a dominant and ancient species has 
endured since human settlement in 
Aotearoa.

2   Te Ara The Encyclopedia of New Zealand. Te Ao 
Mārama – the natural world, http://www.teara.govt.nz/
en/te-ao-marama-the-natural-world (accessed May 23, 
2013)

Today, people experience the natural 
world in different ways, gaining delight 
or contentment, adoring the beauty or 
enjoying the openness of untouched 
environments. Māori specifically, are often 
at home in, or feel at peace within, these 
places and our connection to the  
land is deeper than beauty, instead it is 
a connection to our ancestors, cultural 
heritage and spiritual awareness. 
  
 “Māori people traditionally 
believed that in nature everything was 
linked together...The weather, birds, fish 
and trees, sun and moon are related to 
each other, and to the people of the 
land.”2 

 Places within the natural world, 
such as native forest and streams are 
where we can see or imagine how our 
ancestors lived in these environments, and 
with this we can have the desire to live 
the experience of a similar way of life. This 
research project gives the opportunity to 
explore these connections and how they 
effect people in the modern world while 
also gaining a better understanding of my 
own personal connections.
 The devastation of Kauri logging 
is significant to the local context of my 
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Figure 2   Kauri at Waikape Stream, East Puketi.
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1.0



Architecturally, a deeper connection 
and awareness of self and environment 
can be found and enhanced through 
a dissolving of the boundaries between 
built form and natural landscape. The 
resulting architecture can seek these 
personal connections aimed specifically 
to those who are feeling pressure within 
their mental, emotional or spiritual 
selves and who desire space to spark a 
reconnection.

1.1
research question

and synopsis

How can architecture be utilised to support and create places where vital 
connections between ourselves and to the natural environment can take focus? 

Figure 3  View over Puketi Forest, taken from Puketi Road, East Puketi.

1.2
aims and objectives

1.3.1   core aims for 
 myself 

To develop the project through the 
personal experiences.
 
To enhance the existing site and to 
not destroy it.

To better understand the unique 
Māori cultural dimensions.

To develop a solution with a 
personal analysis and interpretation 
of a NZ environment where a 
specifically Māori/New Zealand 
design perspective is utilised.

1.3.2   core aims for 
  the design

To develop an architectural 
solution which can house 
an engagement between 
ourselves and nature.

To facilitate healing  and 
learning experiences with a 
core focus of how we can and 
once did relate ourselves to/
with the land.

1.3.3   core aims for
 the research 

To explore the connections we 
can create between people 
and place.

To explore the historical, 
physical, spiritual and ecological 
context of the chosen site.

To incorporate traditional Maori 
values into the way the research 
and design is developed.

1.3.4   core aims for 
 the resulting project
 
The architecture will:

Be sympathetic to its site.

Enhance and allow the 
experience of its place with a 
renewal of body and spirit.

Support, nurture and sustain 
the growth of the natural 
environment in an attempt to 
retore the mauri within Puketi 
Forest.

 The people who use this facility will gain experience values including:

  Release    Challenge Growth
  Stimulation    Exploration    Concentration
  Immersion    Awakening  Regeneration

13



This project is fundamentally centred on 
relationships which can be outlined using 
the three key experience values:

immersion
a relationship between people and 
place through the elimination of outside 
influence
 
awakening 
a relationship between people and 
themselves through exploration and 
discovery

regeneration
a growth in the place and the people, 
made possible through an interaction 
between

1.3
outline of this research If importance is placed on a relationship 

between people and place, over people 
and building, then a building is housing 
an experience of the place, rather 
than dictating or controlling it. With the 
intention that buildings and people are to 
become part of a place, rather than just 
occupy it, they must both be within this 
place without hesitation. 
 The task for this project is to fit the 
design spaces within a site and to provide 
a programme which will allow the people 
who use it to fully immerse themselves in 
the site, mind, body and soul.
 All dimensions of the context of 
a place must be explored in order to 
develop spaces which are based on the 
experience. The layers of connections 
that an architectural solution can have 
between the people who use it and the 
place in which it becomes a part of, is a 
key idea of this project.

14Figure 4  Sketch of person under canopy of trees.

1.3.1   outline of this project

Through the logging of Kauri and 
introduction of foreign pests, the mauri 
of Puketi Forest has been disrupted and 
damaged. With a programme suitable 
in revitalising this mauri (refer to page 
20), the inclusion of architecture and 
people can contribute to both the forest 
and these people with a positive and 
regenerative outcome.  
 The architectural intent of this 
research project is to design with 
environment, culture, function and the 
relevant needs that these invoke.
 The experience of place within the 
chosen site, will be a core focus that will 
drive the decisions made in programme 
and architecture.
 The architecture will provide 
the means for water collection, waste 
management and services for everyday 
cooking and living.

1.3.3   scope and limitations

This project, being placed in a unique 
site with significant qualities and 
associated context, will be major  in 
determining factors in design decisions. An 
understanding of this place as having an 
existing cultural, historical and ecological 
identity is vital in determining and 
understanding factors to consider before 
the design development stages begin.
 The contouring of the chosen site, 
access to site, the process of construction, 
access to building materials and energy 
production will have major influence on 
the resulting project. While considering 
these constraints it will also be important 
to maintain a focus on local and natural 
methods to be incorporated. 

1.3.2   outline of this document

This document will outline the process 
which have been taken to interpret and 
find architectural solutions to the research 
question, which will be fitting for both the 
place and people who use it.
 The fundamental ideas behind this 
research are of relationships between 
people, place and building. Chapter 
one is an introduction to the concept.
Chapters two and three give an overview 
of methods of research and obtaining the 
necessary information in order to make 
the appropriate judgements. This entails 
gathering information on the the many 
dimensions of site context and previously 
interpreted ideas of architecture and 
programme, explored through a joint 
literature and precedent review. Chapter 
four describes the design developments 
explored, with Chapter five presenting the 
final outcome. Finally, a discussion of how 
this final outcome achieves the aims and 
objectives set out and its successes and 
failures with the acquired research and 
developments in mind. 

15



design

This project aims to result in a design 
where concepts and solutions will be 
revealed as relevant and of place.

Site exploration will help to develop and 
identify the facilities needed specific to 
the site, program and building i.e. water, 
waste and energy provisions.

Design exploration and development of 
architectural outcomes.

1.4
methodological

approach

1.4.1   content

context study

Chapter 2 will be a key driver in 
developing research through design 
stages. I will be looking into the current 
state of the cultural, social, historical, 
ecological and physical context of my 
chosen site.

literature and precedent review

Core principles found through the context 
and literature studies will be utilised in 
the analysis of precedent architecture in 
order to make relevant analysis of how 
ideas of both theory and design can be 
implemented.

The research project will be defined through a site and context study, literature and 
precedent review and architectural exploration.

16

1.4.2   concept

The design will explore the separation of spaces which function for 
the multiple programs within the facility.

The design will allow for individual, private accomodation for 5-10 
people to stay at any one time, with additional accomodation for 3 
staff.

The design will allow for an active attempt at raise the numbers of 
Kauri in Puketi Forest.

Ideas will stem from direct experience of the site and personal 
reaction to this, these will develop through personal experience and 
knowledge of this place, environment or type of environment.

The remains of bridges, which were abandoned after the Kauri 
logging of Puketi Forest, were important in locating a site to 
concentrate on, in such a vast place. The manner in which these 
were abandoned after the need for them was exhausted, will also 
be inspiration for how the building will be treated architecturally, in 
materials used for aesthetics and functionality of structure.

Figure 5   View from ridge overlooking Waipapa River.



2.0
current state of knowledge



2.1.1   an introduction to the    
   Māori world view

the creation of Te Ao Marama, the 
natural world

The relationships that people and the 
natural world share is seen, in Māori 
belief, through the links we share through 
whakapapa (genealogy). In the story of 
creation, the Skyfather, Ranginui, and 
Earthmother, Papatuanuku, were pushed 
apart by their children to relieve the world 
from nothingness and give way to the 
world of light. Each of their 70 children 
could then populate the world and 
become Gods of the various domains of 
the natural world.3 Tane Mahuta, the God 
of the Forest, created the world of light, 
without which we could not exist as light 
means knowledge, to understand and to 
be enlightened.

2.1
cultural context

20

mauri

Mauri is energy, essence and life force. 
Everything has its own tapu, mana and 
mauri. Mauri exists in the natural world, 
for example a forest has an existing mauri 
built on a collective force of all trees and 
beings within. But can be instilled in order 
to bring life to man made or built objects.
Mauri in all forms can either be 
strengthened or diminished through 
human treatment.

mana whenua

Mana whenua is what gives the right 
to stand a house in a place.  A building 
is connected to the land so the place 
in which it stands is the starting point to 
where architecture can be developed, in 
both physical and spiritual connections. 
The link that people have to that land will 
be vital with the breadth of connections 
specific to that place. 

3   Te Ara The Encyclopedia of New Zealand. Te Ao 
Mārama – the natural world, http://www.teara.govt.nz/
en/te-ao-marama-the-natural-world/page-2 (accessed 
June 16, 2013)

2.1.2   the relationship between 
    people and the forest

“The Māori word for land (whenua) 
means the placenta, and is associated 
with the concept that the people were 
born from the womb of the earth mother, 
Papatuanuku.”4 Māori have a strong 
view that we as people belong to the 
land as the land does to us. Land is not 
‘property,’5 we are kaitiaki, guardians, and 
must respect and love the forest as our 
ancestors did. The forest has long been a 
source of vitality and life for Māori and we 
must care for the forest as it does for us.
 With a recent loss of appreciation 
it is important that this relationship is 
nurtured with efforts to conserve natural 
heritage and traditional knowledge of 
care and responsibility. A response to the 
environmental problems that our native 
bush and wildlife currently experience is a 
key research idea for this project.

4  Alan Clarke, The Great Sacred Forest of Tane, Te Wao 
Tapu Nui a Tane. A Natural Pre-History of Aotearoa New 
Zealand, (New Zealand: China Reed Publishing (NZ) Ltd, 
2007) p.136.
5   Ibid, p. 141.

Figure 6   ‘Te wehenga o Rangi rāua ko Papa’ by Cliff Whiting. A depiction of the separation of Rangi and Papa.  Figures from left are, Tangaroa , god of the sea, Haumia, god of uncultivated foods, 
Rongo, god of cultivated foods, Tūmatauenga, god of war and people, Tāne, god of the forest, and Tāwhirimātea, god of the wind. 21



karakia

Karakia are vital in the connection 
between people and all natural creations 
and is essential in offering respect 
between the natural and spiritual worlds. 
Ceremonies must be perfomed to 
seek Tane’s approval for use of timber 
and food,6 especially in the forest as 
it is sacred.Karakia are also utilised as 
essential in protecting or maintaining the 
spiritual, mental, emotional and physical 
health and integrity of people. 
 This is particularly relevant to my 
research project because of the sensitivity 
of both the function and location of my 
resulting building.

6   Ibid, p. 149.

Figure 7   Overlayed panoramic photos of waterfall, Waikape Stream, Puketi Forest.

2.1.3   an introduction of kawa and tikanga 
           (Māori protocol and customs)

tapu and noa

Tapu is the condition of sacredness 
and restrictions placed on these sacred 
objects, people and places. Noa applies 
to the opposite condition of tapu where 
objects or places have become common.
 Tapu and Noa in this research 
project refers to the separation of sacred 
and common things. This separation can 
preserve and ensure that the sacredness 
of objects, people or places is upheld. 
This will be utilised in my project in the 
design; ensuring separation of spaces in 
which sacred and common activities take 
place.
 For example the whare hui or 
meeting space is tapu, whereas food is 
common or noa. Therefore food must not 
be taken or eaten in this space because 
the tapu will be violated.

22

2.1.4   an introduction to social structures
 (south of Puketi Forest)

Figure 8   Map showing HAPU, (X) MARAE and rivers local to Puketi Forest.

whakapapa

Whakapapa not only connects people 
to their ancestors it also creates links 
between history, knowledge, philosophies 
and legends. 
 My own personal connections and 
experiences have lead me to my site and 
research question and are core in my 
research and design decision.

local hapu, marae and area

My family is from the southern edge of 
Puketi Forest therefore the information, 
shown right, is focused here. 
The concentration of marae in Rahiri 
shows the family relationships within this 
small area. Much of Ngati Toro and Ngati 
Hao now affliliate to Piki Te Aroha, the only 
marae now in Rahiri.
 Waipapa River is a major link that 
runs from the Kerikeri Inlet through Puketi 
Forest and into the Hokianga Harbour. 

23



2.2
historical context

2.2.1   early maps of Puketi Forest

Northland was once covered by native 
Kauri forest but the demand for Kauri as 
building material in the 1800’s put this 
once great species in danger. 
This map from 1939 provides much 
information of the condition of the 
forest at the time. Along with contours, 
sea levels, boundaries and roads, also 
indicated are details including all rivers, 
waterfalls, dams and species of native 
trees.

The rapid change of ownership of land in 
Northland also contributed to this fact with 
much of the flat land being converted to 
farms. Illustrations highlighting land still in 
Māori ownership, in the North Island, show 
dramatic change in years dated 1860, 
1890, 1910 and 1939. These are found in 
Appendix 7.3. Figure 9   Map illlustrating Kauri growth in Puketi Forest as observed in 1939. 24

2.2.2   waka

Kauri was not only a source of timber 
for building material but also for the 
construction of waka.

Ngatokimatawhaorua is a waka which 
was made for the first centennial of the 
Treaty of Waitangi and now remains on 
the Waitangi Treaty grounds. 
Commissioned by Te Puea, the Māori 
Queen, it was cut in 1936-7 to be 
complete by the 1940 celebration where 
it would be joined by other waka as a sign 
of unity between tribes. It was made from 
a single log cut from Puketi Forest where it 
was dragged out by ox and transported 
to Kerikeri Inlet by truck.7 
In a conversation with local Moetu 
Graham (March 30, 2013) it was stated 
that the log was taken from Onekura 
Ridge which is recorded as having many 
large, old growth Kauri at the time, as 
seen in this map from 1939, left. A photo of 
Moetu’s father helping in chipping out the 
log can be seen in Appendix 7.3.

7   Mana Waka, DVD, directed by Merata Mita. (1937, 
New Zealand: The Film Archive, 1990)

Figure 10   Ngatokimatawhaorua on the water at Waitangi, Waitangi Day 1940. 25



2.2.3   Kauri logging and gum-digging

There was much money to be made from 
the felling of Kauri and the collection of 
gum from swamplands in the Far North. 
Many people travelled to New Zealand 
when the quantity and value of Kauri gum 
became known world-wide. It is thought 
that there was as much as 50 million 
dollars worth of gum collected during this 
properous time.8

When the gum from the swamplands 
ran out, the collection of gum through 
bleeding living trees killed them and was 
less successful, while the felling of Kauri 
for timber in state forests continued until 
1985.9

 In the early 1800’s the Puketi 
Forest became a source of timber and 
was put through the destructive process 
of logging. Waipapa River was used in 
transporting logs out of the forest, as a 
pathway by damming and dragging 
them by teams of ox alongside a river 
path, three collapsed bridges along this 
path are pictured far right.

8   The Kauri, Short Film on web, directed by Conon Fraser 
(New Zealand: 1978). http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/
the-kauri-1978 (accessed May10, 2013)
9   Te Ara The Encyclopedia of New Zealand. Protecting 
Kauri, http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/video/10048/milling-in-
the-1970s (accessed May 14, 2013)

Figure 11   “Felling of large Kauri tree in Omahuta Forest, Northland, in 1910.”
Figure 12   “An ex-Dunedin steam locomotive transporting logs from the Omahuta Forest to the Kerikeri inlet, c1929-31.”
Figure 13   “Oxen teams extracting logs from Northland forest in the late 1800’s.” 26 Figure 17   Timeline of the history of Kauri.

Figure 14   Looking back at the remains of the 1st bridge, the smallest and most decayed.    
  Figure 15    View below the remains of the 2nd bridge, looking out toward Waipapa River.   
 Figure 16    Remains of the 3rd bridge, crossing Rereturoa Stream and the biggest of the 3.

27



2.3
social context

2.3.1   foods and resources

Puketi Forest has not (in recent history) 
been used as a place for living, rather 
it was used as a ‘basket’ from which 
families could gather food including, birds, 
fish and leaf based foods. Māori have 
always had a complex understanding of 
the natural world to maximise harvesting 
of the forest, gardens and rivers.10 The 
moon cycle was the base on which this 
knowledge was determined and directed 
the fishing, planting and harvesting of 
foods.
 Marae were built to cater for 
groups of families and in Rahiri, were 
positioned closely (see page 23). 
Communal gardens once provided foods 
such as kumara, where marae tautoko 
(supported) each other with shared 
resources as the traditional food economy 
was based around the different seasons. 
(A Māori calendar showing these seasons 
is found in Appendix 7.3).

10   Te Ara The Encyclopedia of New Zealand. Māori 
harvesting seasons, http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/
interactive/20264/maori-harvesting-seasons (accessed 
July 27, 2013)Figure 18   “A house at Waihou Valley (Rangiahua),” with corn in foreground and kauta (kitchen), wooden structure at rear of house. 28

1840 to be baptised into the Christian 
faith. His belief system changed as a result 
and he lived in accordance to values 
within the Bible. Many families in areas 
surrounding Puketi Forest also accepted 
these ideas, as Northland was the core of 
the developing country. The adoption of 
English political systems, language, religion 
and technologies meant the introduction 
of a new set of social and political 
values. This created huge changes in 
environmental and physical conditions in 
which the traditional Māori way of life had 
been based which ultimately damaged 
cultural and spiritual connections that 
the traditional Māori once embraced 
naturally.
 Similarly, it was a whole new life for 
Pakeha arriving in New Zealand. As seen 
in this advertisement issued in Britain, New 
Zealand was seen as a new start and was 
depicted as a utopian escape. With the 
intention of  creating a ‘New England’ 
in this new found and distant land, key 
challenges were the supply of food and 
materials for building and trade, making 
the relationships with Māori fundamental 
to existence.

11   Benjamin Pittman on Eruera Maihi Patuone, Parts 
1,2 & 3. Interview on web, interview conducted through 
Auckland Art Gallery (New Zealand: 2009) http://www.
lindaueronline.co.nz/maori-portraits/eruera-maihi-patuone 
(accessed July 27, 2013)

2.3.2   early relationships between   
 Māori and Pakeha

The adoption of the Pakeha way of life 
was rapid and before long, no area of 
New Zealand had been left unaltered. 
Changes in traditional living environments 
came with the arrival of work and trade 
and many Māori moved from family land 
to Auckland and other developing towns. 
 Patuone (1764-1872) was from 
Ngati Hao, one of the core hapu of the 
area directly south of the site. He was 
a fore-runner in forming relationships 
between Māori and Pakeha at the time 
of colonisation. He signed the Declaration 
of Independence of New Zealand in 1836 
and was present at the signing of the 
Treaty of Waitangi. 
 The Government granted Patuone 
land on the North Shore and asked 
him to act as an authority figure in 
the developing town of Auckland. He 
attended many Pakeha political and 
social functions of his time and was well-
known for hosting social events and 
welcoming visiting dignitaries. 
He wore Pakeha clothing much of 
the time, filling the “part of an English 
gentleman...with a military background.”11 
 Prior to the signing of the Treaty 
of Waitangi, Patuone travelled north in Figure 19   1912 advertisement for immigrant work in New 

Zealand. 29



Figure 20   The Department of Conservation logo
Figure 21   Puketi Forest Trust logo

2.4
ecological context New Zealand’s distinctive plant and 

animal life remained untouched and 
detached from the rest of the world until 
human settlement. Before that time there 
was no large threat to any of the unique 
birds, insects and reptiles which roamed 
the islands without danger of hunting 
or disturbance.12 These diagrams, right, 
show the severity to which the forest 
cover has been effected in the time 
between settlement and early European 
colonisation. 
 Puketi Forest covers an area of 
15,000 hectares has a diverse ecology 
with 370 recorded native species of 
plants. “Before human influence, New 
Zealand’s only land mammals were two 
species of bats. Small populations of both 
of these species remain in Puketi and 
require protection.” 13

 Puketi Forest is an ancient Kauri 
forest. This culturally significant tree is 
found growing naturally only in the 
northern rain forests of the North Island. 
Te Tangi o te Tūī is the fourth largest Kauri 
recorded and found in Puketi, at only 
600mm shorter than Tāne Mahuta. Tāne 
Mahuta is believed to be 2000 years old 
and is 51.5m tall,14 so Te Tangi o te Tūī  is 
thought to be of  similar age.
 Before colonisation, Puketi and 

Omahuta Forests were abundant with 
these forest giants but were logged for 
Kauri from the early 1800’s. Due to their 
thick, mountainous nature they remain as 
one forest mass, with much left unlogged, 
while all around has been developed 
into farm land. Puketi and Omahuta have 
3 key unfenced management areas 
between them, Omahuta Kauri Sanctuary, 
North Puketi Management Area and 
Puketi Forest Trust’s Kōkako Management 
Area.
 Kauri dieback is the current threat to 
the already struggling species, it has 
been found in Omahuta but not yet in 
Puketi.15 Te Araroa walking track is used 
by trampers and runs from Cape Reinga 
to the Bluff (map in Appendix 7.4) This 
track goes through both Omahuta and 
Puketi and may be damaging to the local 
ecology as it may encourage the spread 
of Kauri dieback between forests.
  Many endangered native birds 
are present in sufficient numbers in 
Puketi Forest including the North island 
Brown Kiwi, Kukupa (wood pigeon), Tui 
and Pied Tit. The Puketi Forest Trust and 
The Department of Conservation work 
together in the monitoring, pest control 
and management of these species. 
Kōkako are a greatly endangered native 30

bird, with only 1500 left throughout 
New Zealand. Extensive efforts have 
been made in developing techniques 
in research and management of 
their natural habitats.16 The Kōkako 
Management Area is a 605ha area 
assigned for the release and monitoring of 
the birds and have extra pest control and 
management, with contractors arranged 
by DOC an Puketi Forest Trust, (information 
gathered at meeting at DOC attended 
December 8, 2012).
 Key pests that are found here 
include possums, pigs, dogs and rats, all 
of which are introduced species to New 
Zealand. These animals not only eat and 
damage the natural plants and wildlife 
found in Puketi Forest but compete for 
food sources which native wildlife rely on.

The many waterways that feed and 
cleanse the forest also create pathways 
not only for native fish but birds. Keystone 
native birds are essential to the health 
of our native bush and utilise the deep 
valleys, formed by rivers like Waipapa, for 
navigation and the distribution of native 
seeds.17 Many waterfalls are also found 
throughout the dense and varying terrain, 
seen on page 24. 
 Mangapapa River joins Waipapa 

Figure 22   “Forest cover before human habitation.”
Figure 23   “Forest cover around 1840.”

River at Te Whata (the drying place) 
to form the major river heading south, 
between Omahuta and Puketi Forests. 
This main river, Waipapa, is calm, flat 
and wanders through huge valleys and 
once out of the forest flows through flat 
farmlands to the Hokianga Harbour. 
 Both the Waihou and Waipapa 
River’s (the same river, Waipapa within the 
forest and Waihou through the farmlands) 
is a source of mullet, whitebait, tuna (eel) 
and black koura (freshwater crayfish). The 
forest was a source of many foods such as 
berries and Kererū and in later years wild 
pigs. 

12   Clarke, The Great Sacred Forest of Tane, Te Wao 
Tapu Nui a Tane. A Natural Pre-History of Aotearoa New 
Zealand, p.17.
13    Puketi Forest Trust. Puketi Forest, http://www.puketi.
org.nz/#forest (accessed July 28, 2013)
14   Joanna Orwin, Kauri: Witness to a Nation’s History, 
(Auckland: New Holland, 2004) p.34.
15   Keep Kauri Standing. Kauri Dieback Origin And 
Current Locations, http://www.kauridieback.co.nz/kauri-
dieback/origin-and-current-locations (accessed July 27, 
2013)
16   Department of Conservation. DOC’s Work With 
Kokako, http://www.doc.govt.nz/conservation/native-
animals/birds/birds-a-z/kokako/docs-work/ (accessed July 
28, 2013)
17   Helmut Janssen, Bush Vitality Assessment, Growing 
Common Futures, (New Zealand: H.J. Janssen, 2006) p.86. 31



2.5
physical context The initial physical context research is 

based on site visits:

Before settling on a site to concentrate 
on, it was important to experience 
different areas and conditions within the 
forest. The key factors which effected the 
choice of sites to visit were the journey 
and access to water. 

Figure 24   Overlayed panoramic photo of waterfall on Waikape Stream.

Figure 25   Map showing the roads and walkways utilised in site visits.

Site 1 (12 January 2013)
With a 120ft waterfall marked out, 
Waikape Stream was an interesting 
option. This visit resulted in finding 3 
separate levels of waterfalls at the 
location marked, the second of which 
shown left.

Entering the forest from Bramley’s  Ridge 
(in the East) and navigating through 
dense bush with steep and varying terrain.

Navigation difficulties meant that  a DOC 
ranger and GPS technology was needed 
to find a desired location.

Site 2 (Initial site visit, 21 February 2013)
Waipapa River’s 3 logging bridges was a 
known feature of this river track prior to a 
site visit.  

Entering from Waipapa River (from South), 
experiencing the bush through a low 
and level pathway, with open views of 
mountains between valleys. 

The navigation method was to follow 
Waipapa River, where clear directions 
can be followed and both the river and 
riverside can be experienced.

33



energy solution
The options for generation of energy 
are very limited on site so a mix of solar 
and wind power will be favoured for the 
purposes of this project.

waste management and disposal
Waste management will be through the 
use of ‘bio-loo’ composting long drops. 
The compost may be later utilised in 
gardens. 

water collection
Water collection for drinking and cooking 
will be through the use of the roof and 
predominantly gravity fed systems. A 
supply for showering is also possible 
however the river is also suitable for 
bathing purposes.

2.6
sustainability
and services

energy production
Both the isolation and brief of this project 
dictates that there will be minimal use of 
power at this facility, for basic purposes 
such as lighting, ensuring minimal impact.

solar power
The shade of the native canopy reduces 
the possibility of effective storage of solar 
energy on site but will still be sufficient for 
the required energy source.

hydro power 
Many waterways create option for use, 
although will require alot of technical 
research and resources.

wind power
Through experience of both valleys 
and ridges, it is estimated that the wind 
within the dense bush will be sufficient in 
contributing the supply.

fire
Heating of water will be through the use 
of fire, so heated showers will only be 
available  while cooking is taking place. 
This also means that the only places 
within the facility that have heating are 
communal spaces in the core/kitchen.

fire places will be used to fulfill basic 
needs:
1 kitchen and bathrooms
a wetback will be installed to heat water 
for the kitchen and bathrooms.

2 living spaces
a fire in a social space will encourage 
social interaction and a comforting 
environment.

building materials
Durability and uses for main species of 
native timber are found in Appendix 7.5. 34

Figure 26   Kauri at Manginangina, East Puketi.



Ka kohi te toi, ka whai te maramatanga.
If knowledge is gathered, enlightenment will follow.

An idea of traditional living in Aotearoa

Alan Clarke
The Great Sacred Forest of Tane. Te Wao Tapu Nui A Tane.
Chapter 8: House-building materials, methods and styles.
Clarke discusses past theories and analyses of traditional living. He states that Māori lived in ‘villages’ 
either fortified by pallisades, ditches and banks, in ‘straggling hut’ clusters or in isolated huts within 
a region of associated authority.18 He explains that the name ‘pa,’ meaning “fence” has been 
confused to be defined as a ‘fortified village,’ where “defence tends to overshadow [pa sites] other 
functions.”19 Through excavation and analysis, pa were are thought to have been temporary or 
seasonal forms of occupation as there was a lack of cooking facilities or sources of water, so may 
have been rather where the food stores and other resources were guarded.20 “A pa site should not 
be considered in isolation, but as a part of the total settlement pattern of the area in which it was 
constructed.”21

Relevance 
The relationship between traditional pa sites and villages is that there was a separation between living 
spaces and valuable resources. The food stores were in a place where they could be guarded and 
kept safe. Similarly, the experience that this facility will offer visitors is in a place which is supported 
and created through a specific function of securing health and growth. This separation of spaces 
and resources will be an influence in the design solution, where spaces are organised by activity and 
function.

18   Clarke, The Great Sacred Forest of Tane, Te Wao Tapu Nui a Tane. A Natural Pre-History of Aotearoa New Zealand, p.228.
19   Ibid, p. 229.
20   Ibid, p. 230.
21   Ibid, p. 230.

2.7
literature review
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How we now relate to our environments, in place and in ourselves

Raewyn Peart.
A Place To Stand.
Peart uses case studies to reinforce how important natural and cultural landscapes are to New Zealand. Within this study she discusses examples 
of how New Zealand landscapes have been and can be saved from human destruction or modificaton. Peart believes that access to a natural 
landscape can allow people to escape pressures, get back in touch with nature and refresh our minds and bodies.22 

Department of Conservation
“As of July 2009, 8,763,300 hectares (ha) of New Zealand’s land (or 33.4 per cent) was legally protected for the primary purpose of conserving 
biodiversity.”23 With our unique, natural landscape, New Zealander’s not only rely on our natural environments for resources like clean water but 
also as major influences in our lives in health and well-being, leisure pursuits, national identity and are of social and cultural importance.24 

Mason Durie.
Te Whare Tapa Wha.
This health model is used to describe the four dimensions that represent basic beliefs in Māori health and life. The four dimensions are Te Taha 
Hinengaro, psychological health, Te Taha Wairua, spiritual health, Te Taha Tinana, physical health and Te Taha Whanau, family and social 
health. The Māori world view believes that all four of these are inseparable and in order to have balanced health, all four must be cared for 
equally.25 Where all other dimensions deal with ourselves only, Te Taha Whanau comes from interaction between people, our social connections, 
connections we have to others. 

Relevance
All 3 of these examples place importance on the well-being of people. The aim for the resulting design is that over the duration of the visitor’s 
stay all health dimensions will be nutured and encouraged. A natural landscape is the chosen environment for this to take place in.

22   Raewyn Peart. A Place to Stand. The Protection of New Zealand’s Natural and Cultural Landscapes.  (Auckland: ACT Printing Limited, 2004) pg. 2
23  Ministry For The Environment. Legally Protected Conservation Land in New Zealand, http://www.mfe.govt.nz/environmental-reporting/land/area-native-land-cover-indicator/legally-protected-
conservation-land.html (accessed July 7, 2013)
24   Department of Conversation. Growing Conservation, http://www.doc.govt.nz/about-doc/growing-conservation/ (accessed July 7, 2013)
25   Mason Durie, Whaiora: Maori Health Development, (Auckland: Oxford University Press, 1998) pp. 68–74 37



Design in a modern natural environment

Stephen R. Kellert, Judith Heerwagen and Martin Mador.
Biophilic Design: The Theory, Science and Practice of Bringing Buildings to Life.
This book is a collation of propositions by various authors placing focus on the connections between humans and nature and the ways in which 
we can use the built environment to achieve this connection or an enhancement of the affiliations between people and place. Kellert and 
Heerwagen explain that with the developments in modern technologies and processes, people have lost the connections that were once 
inbuilt, “increasing alienation from nature, and growing “placelessness.””26 They believe that, as a society, we have turned our backs on the 
natural systems that are critical to all parts of our health. “People’s dependence on contact with nature reflects the reality of having evolved in 
a largely natural, not artificial or constructed, world.”27  Kellert explains that the developments made in agricultural and industrial technologies 
in recent history, respond to only a small portion of human development that these, our responses to natural environment, stretch far beyond. 
“Most of our emotional, problem-solving, critical-thinking, and constructive abilities continue to reflect skills and aptitudes learned in close 
association with natural systems and processes that remain critical in human health, maturation, and productivity.”28

Methods in incorporating ecological processes into design are explained with specific attributes which make them easily categorised and 
understandable; natural patterns and processes, environmental features, natural shapes and forms, light and space,place-based relationships 
and evolved human-nature relationships.29

Relevance
The ‘ecological processes’ and principles are relevant in this design, however the theories of Biophilic Design are only strong if applied in an 
approppriate or significant way, if insufficiently applied then they may become redundant. Especially in an urban environment. The process of 
modern “sustainable” design has a core focus on lowering impact on the natural environment however, buildings are further sustainable when 
they are built to last. This project will be based on timber construction methods which will employ sustainable features to allow the buildings to 
decay and age as they should. This being similar to the aging process that the logging bridges went through, decaying and becoming a part of 
the forest’s history. 

26   Stephen R. Kellert, Judith H. Heerwagen, Preface to Biophilic Design. The Theory, Science, and Practice of Bringing Buildings to Life. (USA: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2008). p.07.
27   Stephen R. Kellert, “Dimensions, elements, and attributes of Biophilic Design.” in Stephen R. Kellert, Judith H. Heerwagen & Martin L. Mador, ed., Biophilic Design. The Theory, Science, and Practice 
of Bringing Buildings to Life, pg.03.
28   Ibid, p. 03.
29   Stephen R. Kellert, Judith H. Heerwagen & Martin L. Mador, Biophilic Design. The Theory, Science, and Practice of Bringing Buildings to Life. pgs.07-14. 38

Conclusions gained...

Alan Clarke
The experience of such a place as this, for the regeneration of people and the conservation 
of Kauri, will take place (for visitors) in a temporary or sporadic manner away from the 
norms of modern life. However (as in the defence of valuble resources in ancient pa sites), it 
must not be thought of as simply that and as a separate venture but should be included in 
everyday life.

Raewyn Peart
Immersion into the natural landscapes of New Zealand nature can create a bond between 
the people and the place. This project places a focus on such a place and aims to protect 
and repair the damaged ecology and relationships that this destruction has resulted in.

Department of Conservation
Every New Zealander has an interest in or relationship with nature and we must all play our 
role in helping to protect and conserve it and in the same way we must fight to preserve our 
own health.

Mason Durie
It is important to include, design and arrange buildings and spaces around the basic idea 
that all dimensions of health must be nurtured and given attention.

Biophilc Design
In this project, nature is unavoidable so it is a matter of determining how to employ these 
ecological strategies and the extents in which these methods are utilised. For example, 
volume of exposure to nature when inside is vital in keeping a balance between comfort 
level, which we as humans have become accustomed to, and immersion in this environment.

Figure 27   Kauri at Manginangina, East Puketi.



precedent study
3.0



precedent  1
Waitangi Treaty Grounds

links between architecture and history in the experience of place
The buildings at the Waitangi Treaty Grounds all speak of architectural and social developments in the 
history of Aotearoa. Additions to the collection of significant buildings date back to the early 1800’s. 

Figure 28 John Scotts stained glass window 
symbolising the unity of Maori and Pakeha.

relevance and critical analysis
 
The Waitangi Gateway building and 
Visitor Centre facilitate tourist attractions 
in Waitangi which include the culturally, 
socially and historically sensitive site 
and buildings. Both are respectful of the 
grounds themselves and function as the 
arrival point for visitors. 
 The journey through the buildings, 
to the grounds, places visitors within a 
bush context, with walkways both at 
ground and elevated levels. This allows 
visitors to experience the bush before 
entering the ‘historic realm,’ where the 
experience of the past can be imagined.
 Each of the buildings, pictured 
right, are expressive of their own time and 
purpose, all however share similarities 
in emphasised roof form. Traditional 
Māori buildings (as in Fig. 3.4), have a 
distinctive roof form which operates as 
both an aesthetic and structural element. 
The inclusion of a gabled roof and front 
porch has been utilised in these modern 
interpretations as tribute to the past.

Many ideas discussed here have been 
influential in the development of a solution 
to my research question, including: 

the journey to a different ‘time’ and place

the experience of nature and history

principles and values of Māori design

an emphasis of roof form and exposure of 
structural qualities

traditional knowledge - as influence 
in appropriate program and design 
decisions

relevance to objectives
immersion  high
awakening  medium
regeneration  low
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Figure 29   Treaty House, 1833.
Figure 30   Hākari structure built in 1849 at Bay of Islands.
Figure 31   Te Tiriti o Waitangi  Marae,1940.
Figure 32   Waka shelter, 1940.
Figure 33   Waitangi Visitor Centre, 1983.
Figure 34   Waitangi Gateway building, 2009.
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precedent 2
Waitomo Caves

relevance and critical analysis

Our environment consists of everything 
around us, the buildings, the places and 
the people. It is our home, our identity, our 
history and present in relation to the rest 
of the world.  The Waitomo Caves are an 
example of an interaction with ancient 
natural environments of New Zealand, 
combining adventure with leisure and 
education.

the desire of people to reconnect through the exploration of nature
As New Zealanders our cultural identity is also closely tied to our natural environment. It is part 
of what makes us who we are.30 
30   Department of Conversation. Growing Conservation, http://www.doc.govt.nz/about-doc/growing-conservation/ (accessed July 7, 2013)

Many ideas discussed here have been 
influential in the development of a solution 
to the research question, including:

these experiences are brief, unlike the 
design for this thesis, however are great 
examples of a personal and intimate 
exploration of nature

enhancing the relationship that people 
have with the land

allow for an experience with limited 
human influence 

relevance to objectives
immersion  high
awakening  high
regeneration  low

Figure 35   Waitomo Caves.

44 Figure 36   Waitomo Caves. 45



relevance and critical analysis

The Waitomo Caves Visitors Centre was 
built in 2010, constructed on a steep site 
with ideas of intimacy and immersion. A 
curved, timber-framed canopy structure 
allows a shift between the 3 levels and 
connects to the cave exit path in the 
lower level (shown left). The architectural 
intent of this canopy was to create a 
contrast with the heavy caves below.31

 Architectural additions, as 
seen right, are minimal and merely to 
accommodate this human interaction 
which is a core value in this brief. The tours 
through these spaces are dedicated 
to providing education and adventure. 
The limited architectural input shows the 
importance of environmental responsibility 
and enhances the purity of these unique 
ancient environments.

31   Architecture Workshop. Waitomo Caves Visitors 
Centre, http://www.archwksp.co.nz/index.php?sect=1 
(accessed July 28, 2013)

blurred boundaries between built and natual form
It is vital that a building in a natural environment increases people’s relationship to local 
environmental systems, enhancing the nature which was once “inbuilt” in both the building’s location 
and in the humans who use the building. 

Many ideas discussed here have been 
influential in the development of a solution 
to the research question, including:

allow for an experience with limited 
human influence 

incorporate the journey through the 
environment into the buildings

relevance to objectives
immersion  high
awakening  high
regeneration  low

Figure 37   Waitomo Caves Visitors Centre.
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precedent 2
Waitomo Caves

Figure 39   Mangapohue Natural Bridge.

mangapohue natural bridge
Near Waitomo caves, Mangapohue 
Natural Bridge is within a limestone gorge 
which reveals a 17m high natural bridge 
carved from rock by water. A short loop 
bushwalk allows visitors to experience 
stalictite-like formations and 25 million year 
old fossilised oysters.1

1   Department of Conservation. Mangapohue Natural 
Bridge. http://www.doc.govt.nz/Documents/parks-and-
recreation/places-to-visit/waikato/waitomo-kingcountry-
walks.pdf (accessed July 28, 2013)

waitomo caves
An example of thriving eco-tourism in 
New Zealand where visitors are given 
opportunity of adventure with options of 
abseiling and black water rafting. Glow 
worms, other cave wildlife, limestone 
formations and the subterrainean nature 
of the environment means the experience 
is about exploration.1

1   Waitomo Gloworm Caves. Tour Experiences, http://
www.waitomo.com/waitomo-glowworm-caves.aspx 
(accessed July 28, 2013)

Figure 38   Waitomo limestone caves.
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relevance and critical analysis
 
The Panama Rainforest Discovery Centre 
was built through a foundation with the 
intention to facilitate the research and 
conservation of local native birds.32

 The main building successfully 
integrates with its site and context. The 
simplicity of being human shelter which 
provides basic comforts means its purpose 
is to exist as a medium between people 
and nature. It is there to facilitate human 
interaction with the birds that are in need 
of human assistance. The observation 
tower offers views above and beyond 
the immediate surroundings including the 
river.

32   Arch Daily. Panama Rainforest Dicovery Centre, 
http://www.archdaily.com/220248/panama-rainforest-
discovery-center-ensitu (accessed July 28, 2013)

Many ideas discussed here have been 
influential in the development of a solution 
to the research question, including:

seamless intergration of the building with 
its site.

programme and intention of aiding in 
conservation of native species

enhance wildlife values and biodiversity

viewing points

relevance to objectives
immersion  high
awakening  high
regeneration  high

integration into forest with idea of conservation as core
Buildings in nature, with conservation as programme especially, must preserve the integrity of 
the land which it is altering, be a balanced solution and not try to stand out but instead fit in to the 
surrounding beauty.

precedent 3
Panama Rainforest 

Discovery Centre
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Figure 40   Main deck terrace with trees 
integrated in decking.

Figure 41   Seating area under the main deck terrace.
Figure 42   Observation tower. 
Figure 43   Integration of building into the natural environment. 49



4.0
project development



4.1
brief

The brief is developed based on 
the basic aims and 

objectives laid out in Section 1.3. 

4.1.1   experience 

The desired experience values for the 
people who visit are based on:

immersion    awakening    regeneration

4.1.2   aesthetic requirements

Buildings are appreciative of site and 
respectful of location 

Maori and New Zealand natural 
environment are relevant aesthetic values 

Predominantly natural materials, native or 
locally sourced timber

Figure 44   Trees near Waikape Stream.
Figure 45   Off-cut and slatted cladding.
Figure 46   Kauri Panelling. Native timber will be utilised in contruction and cladding.
Figure 47   River rocks, Waipapa River. These will be utilised in the pathways throughout the site.
Figure 48   Tanekaha foliage on chosen ridge. Earth will be used in building the terracing of gardens.

earth

off cut cladding

natives from off site 

river rocks

native timber from site
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4.1.3   functional requirements

The functions of this facility will be:

To provide a place to allow the core 
focus of experiencing the forest and 
the engagement between people and 
nature through learning and healing 
experiences.

To support and provide facilities through 
which native Kauri trees can develop and 
grow in numbers within the Puketi Forest.

The buildings or spaces required to 
faciltate these functions are many and 
the connection of these spaces will be 
dictated by the activities that take place 
in them.

Along with the list, right, subservient 
spaces also include store rooms for tools 
and services i.e. energy storage.

4.1.4   management of facility and   
   administration

This facility will be run through a joint 
initiative between Piki Te Aroha Marae 
and DOC and managed by a team of 
staff who will:

Hire a staff of people to run and maintain 
buildings

Hire people with knowledge which 
they can pass on to clients and form 
relationships with local organisations to 
provide people with expertise

Organise other artists or professionals to 
grant ‘stays’ to, during which they can 
live here and work on their own craft 
within this environment with teaching 
as payment or just be guardians over 
buildings.

53Figure 49   Diagram of layout and relationships between spaces.



4.1.5   programme

A central focus for this facility will be the 
nuturing of all dimensions of health, as 
seen in Te Whare Tapa Wha (page 37) 
and the multiple programmes that result.
 5-10 people will make the journey 
into Puketi Forest and stay at the facility for 
2-3 weeks. Regeneration of their personal 
health will be encouraged through the 
experience of immersion with the site. 
 An active experience will come 
through education in traditional skills and 
arts and participation in the regeneration 
of native Kauri through planting and 
nuturing. The buildings will be welcoming 
and comfortable for living and learning, 
with activities taking place in both 
buildings and the wider forest. Immersion 
into the environment will be enhanced 
with  buildings acting as an extension 
of the forest, the spaces will support 
this unique function which will allow the 
experience of the forest and create the 
connection between people and this 
place.

The 3 core programmes of this place will 
support and boost the revitalisation of the 
mauri of Puketi Forest and the chosen site.

individual regeneration

Visitors will also be made aware of 
many spaces they can visit for private 
regeneration throughout the immediate 
bush. These spaces will include high view 
points, spaces enclosed within trees, 
spaces near the river and streams and 
may be architecturalised through the use 
of boardwalks, seating and shelters.

social/communal regeneration

Visitors wil be encouraged to spend time 
communicating with others and forming 
relationships with trust and respect.

conservation of native trees

This will be achieved through the growing 
of Kauri seedlings and the opportunity to 
plant them. Making a contribution to the 
continuation of this forest as a native and 
everlasting part of New Zealand.

Figure 50   Mare Stream. 54 55Figure 51   Programme influence cycle.



4.2
site analysis and criteria

56Figure 52 & 53   Location maps. 57Figure 54   Map of main roads and journey to site.



With the Waipapa River journey as 
preferred site (site 2, section 2.5), visits 
taken to chosen site were:

21 Feb   Experience of journey by bush.

23 Feb   Experience of water through 
following the river.

29 March   Visit the now chosen site at 3rd 
bridge to explore beyond the riverside to 
Mare sream and nearby ridges.

4 May   First exploration of chosen site on 
ridge. Found it to be relatively flat and 
open to sunlight as the trees on ridge-top 
were regrowth after logging. 

Criteria within this larger site tor the 
choice of an ideal specific site are:
 
A mix of flat land sloped land

Accessibility to ridge for light and views

Access to water

Reasonable walking distance and easy     
navigation from starting point 

Understanding this site as an ecosystem and environment is very important in designing a 
built environment which is appropriate. A site analysis focusing on ecological, physical and 
cultural contexts provides a range of information to ensure this design is place-based.

58Figure 55   Location of 3 logging bridges.

Threshold 1 - arrive at Puketi Forest

The journey begins with the trip from 
each person’s home to State Highway 
1 Okaihau. Following Rahiri Settlement 
Road then Harris Road, the visitors will be 
greeted onto Piki Te Aroha Marae on the 
very edge of the forest. Piki Te Aroha has 
a very close connection to Puketi Forest, 
physically, historically and spiritually and is 
where they will be welcomed to the local 
area and stay for the first night.

Threshold 2 - enter forest

On the second day the short drive 
made together to Forest Road will see 
the visitors introduced into the forest. A 
walk beginning where the road meets 
Waipapa River and follows the river 
approx. 4.5km North will see the group 
introduced and conditioned to the bush.

Threshold 3 - cross river to site

After an hour’s, walk Rereturoa Stream 
and the 3rd of 3 collapsed bridges meets 
Waipapa River. This was chosen as an 
appropriate end to the river journey 
because as a landmark it is the ‘only’ man 
made thing that is in the forest and is a 
sufficient distance from the entrance to 
the forest to create the physical distance 
desired for the programme of the building. 
After crossing Waipapa River the group 
will arrive deeper into the ‘realm’ of the 
programme. Following Mare Stream, 
directly across from Rereturoa Stream,  for 
a short distance will lead to a track up the 
ridge on to the chosen site.

An hour after being in the modern world, 
the visitors will be deep in the bush and 
immersed into the new environment, as 
shown in this diagram.

journey to site

The stages in the arrival journey allows the visitors to be  welcomed to the site, at each stage 
becoming accustomed to new environments

Figure 56   Thresholds of the journey to site.



2.   access

A direct path up the northern end of the 
ridge is safe and adequate for getting to 
the higher, flatter parts of the ridge.

3.   canopy

The light conditions informed by the tree 
canopy on top of the ridge was very open 
and clear, as seen right.

1.   journey

The condition of the path up the riverside 
is used by trampers, hunters and DOC 
workers alike and is clearly defined with 
the distances between the bridges being 
useful in the navigation to the site. 

1.7km to first bridge   +0.9km 
2.6km to second bridge +1.3km 
3.9km to third bridge +0.5km
4.4km to beginning of ridge top

The ideas of place based design will be reinforced through the condition of the chosen site on the ridge.
Key observations taken while on site visits were based on:

4.   wind

The issue of high winds travelling down the 
valley Waipapa River into the ridge site is 
not a concern as the shelter of the trees 
offers a natural wind barrier.

5.   trees
Native trees cover the whole ridge. The 
top is dominant with regrowth of younger 
trees since Kauri logging and the sides 
thicker with much older trees present.

Figure 57   Ponga and manuka on the northern edge of the ridge.
Figure 58   View up the ridge.
Figure 59   View looking back down the ridge. 60



Figure 60

Tanekaha

Is the dominant tree found on most 
of the flatter, top sections of the 
ridge. 

Figure 61

Kauri

The logging fo this ridge means that 
the only remaining Kauri are on the 
steeper sides.

Figure 63

Mamaku and Ponga

Common on the way up the 
northern end of the ridge and 
on the damper, steep sides.

Figure 62

Rimu

Rimu are found on the edges as 
the ridge climbs toward the top of 
the mountain.
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Figure 67

Mikimiki
Round-leaved coprosma

This small tree is found scattered 
throughout the site, between 
Tanekaha. 

Figure 65

Mingimingi

Many found on both the edges 
and top of the ridge.

Figure 64

Manuka

Is the dominant tree found on 
the way up the north end of 
the ridge, both mature and 
new growth.

Figure 66

Mapou / Mapau
Red Matipo

This medium sized tree is found 
throughout the site.

“The great trees of Tāne, god of the forest, were called Ngā Tokotoko-o-te-rangi (the posts that hold the heavens aloft) because they held 
Ranginui (the sky father) above Papatūānuku (the earth mother).”33

33   Te Ara The Encyclopedia of New Zealand. Te ngahere – forest lore, http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/te-ngahere-forest-lore/page-2 (accessed July 27, 2013)
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Further information on physical context was found through maps, physical models, on 
site analysis and further analysis of on site conditions.

1.   contours

Through studying and modelling the  contours it can be seen that this forest is made up of 
steep valleys and mountains. On the chosen site specifically, the ridge has a reasonably easy 
gradient on the top but very steep sides. 
These ideas have a direct influence on building design and in the experience of the site.

64Figure 68   Waipapa River valley, 1:5000 model.

Figure 71 

physical model 1:2000
chosen ridge and surrounding mountains, 
Waipapa River, Rereturoa and Mare Streams

Figure 70 

physical model 1:5000
Waipapa River valley

Figure 69

sketchup model 1:1
Waipapa River valley



2.   the ridge’s relationship to the river

Water provides life, growth, nourishment, peace, spirituality and healing and for the purposes 
of this project is a means of navigation and direction so the relationship with Waipapa River 
is very important. There is a visual connection between the ridge and river, extending both 
ways with openings in the canopy giving opportunity for multiple views of the river.
Measurements of river and riverside banks allowed for an understanding of the river valley. 
The river has varying depth and is very shallow only 10m upstream from person pictured, left.

3.   flooding and dampness

Through discussion with DOC Ranger Dan O’Halloran (February 22, 2013), it was discovered 
that during peak wet seasons Waipapa River can rise up to 4m, causing flooding of riversides 
and swift flow for the usually very calm and flat river. Dampness is not of great concern on the 
ridge-top however the steep sides of the ridge are darker with trees growing that are often 
associated with damper areas i.e. ponga.

66Figure 72   My brother Dylan with dumpy equipment used to measure the river depth.

chosen ridge rereturoa stream

67Figure 73   Panorama showing relationship between Rereturoa Stream, Waipapa River and the chosen site ridge.



Figure 74   Section aa & bb location diagram.
Figure 75   Section through Waipapa River, measurements taken as shown in photo on page 66.
Figure 76   Diagrammatic section through Waiapa River showing the relationship between the river, river banks and vegetation according to on site and photographic observation.

section a-a NTS

a ab b

NTS
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section b-b NTS
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section c-c

d

e

d

e

c

c

Figure 77   Section cc location diagram.
Figure 78   Section dd and ee location diagram.
Figure 79  Section cc drawing through chosen ridge site and Waipapa River.

NTS NTS
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section e-e

section d-d

Figure 80  Section dd drawing through first ‘flat’ point of ridge.
Figure 81  Section ee drawing through higher point on ridge. 71



1:5000 model
20m contours
summer - 21 December

8am 10am 12pm 2pm 4pm 6pm

4.   sun/daylighting

The following pages show sketchup and physical models which combined display a study of daylighting conditions. The sun will play a major 
part in the experience of the site in creating an atmosphere for revitalising people, the growth of Kauri and energy production. 

72
Figure 82-87   Waipapa River summer sun study. NTS
Figure 88 & 102  Summer sun path.

* chosen site indicated in red

1:5000 model
20m contours
winter - 21 June

8am 10am 12pm 2pm 4pm 6pm

73
Figure 89-94   Waipapa River winter sun study. NTS
Figure 95 & 109 Winter sun path.

Through this study it is seen that the East and North get sun exposure for much of the day, with the taller mountains to the West and South sides 
effecting the afternoon daylighting. Exploration of a buildings relationship to the land was partly achieved through a sun study to inform suitable 
positioning and orientation, with the East facing edge of the ridge chosen as approriate in this aim. A sun study specific to the chosen ridge 
(pages 74-75) and experience of the site also provides reason to utilise the spaces closest to the top of the ridge as the sides get less sun and are 
therefore darker and damper.



1:2000
5m contours
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1:2000
5m contours
winter - 21 June
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Figure 96-101   Chosen site ridge summer sun study. NTS

Figure 103-108   Chosen site winter sun study. NTS

* chosen site indicated in red

2pm 4pm 6pm

2pm 4pm 6pm
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5.   photographic study of larger site

An initial part of the design process was to take 
physical elements within the bush will be utilised 
through a direct interpretation of natural elements 
as built elements. This was a desired method 
because it will ensure that an interpretation and 
inclusion of the natural environment is ‘of site.’

The large native trees on the edges of the 
chosen site, including Kauri and Rimu, provoke an 
understanding of the sites ancient connections, 
evoking ideas of architectural treatment.

Figure 110   Rock angles on Waikape Stream. 76 Figure 111   Light filtration in Kauri at Manginangina Loop Track. Figure 112   Slatted forms of ponga in Puketi Forest. 77



4.3
design process

4.3.1   initial concepts, ideas and possibilities

integration into site

A successful integration with site will be reliant 
upon the following factors:

1.   where the building is within the site, 
2.   how elements are taken from site as inspiration 
3.   how the indoor and outdoor spaces can be  
      used 

78Figure 113   Sense of enclosure created by roof.

1.   placement considerations

The placement on the ridge 
was an important initial factor to 
consider as it possesses problems 
of slope, drainage and access 
but also offers the advantages 
of view, feeling of elevation and 
sunlight. 

The flatter parts are suitable for 
the more active activities such 
as gardens, welcoming and 
exploration, whereas the sloped 
are suitable for  stilted structures 
which can house more private 
areas such as living spaces and 
accommodation.

79Figure 114   The idea of the building becoming part of the site.



2.   interpretation of site 
implemented in plan, 
elevation and form

Plan

River
The building will be an extension 
of the journey up the river. 
The wandering movement 
of the river, connecting the 
riversides was key inspiration in 
connections of spaces.

Elevation

Rocks, Canopy, Trees
The elevation will be derived 
through an exploration of 
shapes found within the site, 
Section 4.4.

Form

Canopy, Contours
The natural canopy will have 
influence on how the spaces 
are enclosed and therefore the 
roof shape.

80Figure 115   Sense of canopy created through built form.

3.   layout of the complex  

te whare tapa wha

Physical health:
Through physical exercise, fresh 
food and fresh air.

Spiritual health:
Through the connection 
between self and whenua, 
nature and cultural ties.

Psychological health:
Through education, growing on 
personal skills and appreciating 
one’s self.

Whanau health:
Through group activities, 
discussions, meetings, eating 
cooking, learning and growing 
together.

tapu and noa

The zigzags of the plan were 
essential in organising the 
main activities into separate 
categories where the principles 
of tapu and noa could be 
upheld.

WORK 
nursery and education spaces

EAT 
eating and social spaces

REST 
living spaces

81Figure 116   Separation of key spaces.



4.3.1.1   development of solution 1

This design positions itself on 
the ridge discussed in the 
site analysis and focuses on 
the change of experience 
throughout a journey created.

introduction

The core ideas explored were:

the links between spaces 

the relationships between 
function and space

the connections between 
building, people and place.

The spaces are appropriate 
sizes for the 5-10 people that 
will stay at any one time. The 
disturbance of site is therefore 
lessened with minimal cutting of 
trees.

Its is also important to note 
that all spaces are within a 
continuous building.
The work areas are in more 
light and open ridge conditions 
whereas the private spaces are 
within the areas of the trees.

82Figure 117 & 118  Perspective view of design 1 and valley, looking South. 83



84Figure 119   Trace of section of Waipapa River. Figure 120   Trace around river rocks. Figure 121 & 122   Overlay of river, rocks and resulting zigziag.

plan development

An overlay of images of the 
river, contours of the ridge and 
rocks found on site, was used 
to establish a shape where the 
curving flow of the river directly 
influenced a zigzagging plan.

A journey through the bush, 
across the river and ending at 
private space is experienced 
with different levels of 
enclosure as the journey 
continues towards private 
accommodation.

The zigzagging path through 
the spaces allows for the 
separation but also connection 
between key spaces, also 
formed through the use of Tapu 
and Noa principles. 

Through followiing the natural 
shape of the ridge the building 
also creates relationships with 
outdoor spaces.

85

Figure 123   Zigzag form on contours of ridge. Figure 124   Spatial arrangement with separation of key spaces with zigzag plan.



fitting to the contours

The views and lightness are 
emphasised and encouraged 
in the East (river facing) but it 
is important that the building 
follows the shape of the ridge 
in order to remain grounded. 
The arrival to the complex 
will be very important in initial 
experience and the tikanga 
associated in arrival ceremonies.

These ideas contribute to a 
physical connection to the land 
and ensures the possibility of 
exploration and discovery.

86Figure 125   Development of atea space with arrival to ridge. 87Figure 128   Zigzagging form hugging the contours and basic massing.Figure 126 & 127   Views from main spaces and movement through building.



Figure 129   roof plan         Figure 130   journey and progression               Figure 131   integration in forest 88        Figure 132 & 133   development of walls                     Figure 134 & 135    indoor and outdoor space development 89



elevation and form 
development

The river rocks used in the plan 
development were vital in 
both arranging spaces and 
developing form. 

The weight, size and form of the 
rocks were used to inform the 
spaces. 

For example:
The terraced nursery is a 
grounded space so the largest 
rock, implying the biggest and 
‘heaviest’ space.

The stilted individual retreat 
being an elevating and free 
space was created with a small 
and light rock.

91

Figure 136   River rocks in plan view with division of spaces.
Figure 137   River rocks in elevation view with division of spaces.
Figure 138   River rocks in elevation view with layout of spaces.
Figure 139   Development of rock elevation image into elevation of building.



structural considerations

The majority of the spaces are 
elevated over the steep bank to 
inform the experience of being 
within the trees. 
This requires an appropriate 
structure but also minimises 
the amount of excavation 
or disturbance of earth and 
elevates the building away 
from the natural dampness and 
drainage path of the bank.

92Figure 140   Section through accommodation spaces showing relationship between ridge, building and trees.

model making developments

Developments in the roof form 
and structure are shown here 
to simplify from more complex 
ideas. Experimentation with 
connections through weaving, 
wrapping and twisting were also 
developed through modelling. 

93Figure 141-144  Development of roof form. Figure 145-148   Experimentation of connections.



4.3.1.2   solution 1

94 95
Figure 149   Perspective view of solution 1, looking north.
Figure 150   East elevation as developed through river rocks and roof form.



Figure 151   Solution 1 roof plan. Figure 152   Solution 1 floor plan.



nursery and education spaces 

The arrival to the building is by way of an elevated path which first passes by the nursery. The terracing of the nursery will follow the natural 
contours of the ridge and be sheltered by a louvred roof. The initial arrival space is in a multi-use education and meeting space. 98

Figure 153 & 154   Development of terraced nursery.

view

99
Figure 155   Perspective view location diagram.
Figure 156  Arrival perspective.



social spaces

The spaces between the work and rest areas concentrate on the relationships that can be formed between visitors. The spaces are formed 
on the sides of the main circulation route and offer places to socialise, relax and eat in both in indoor and outdoor settings. All spaces are also 
warm and sheltered from wind. Socialising can then happen in an education or individual experiences and the spaces in between.

Figure 157   circulation routes Figure 158   social spaces between

100

view

101
Figure 159   Perspective view location diagram.
Figure 160  Interior social space perspective.



accommodation spaces

The individual living spaces are designed to be very minimal. This is to evoke an environment in which there is provision of only the basic needs of 
a bed and a place to store belongings. Exploration of spatial qualities with cabinetry exposed issues of depth within the different arrangements.

Figure 161   Alternative layout of individual ‘huts’ to develop social spaces and views of river.
Figure 162   Alternative interior layout options for individual accommodation spaces.

view

Figure 163   Perspective view location diagram.
Figure 164  Accommodation perspective.



Analysis of the 3 objectives set in the brief, Section 4.2.1, in the following ways:

immersion  medium 
Immersing the visitors into the site and providing an experience available in no other place.

awakening  medium 
The stimulation of self through immersion and exploration of site.

regeneration  medium 
Providing both social and personal spaces encourages mental, emotional and social dimensions of 
health.
Work and research spaces for the regeneration of Kauri in the local area with a high concentration on 
conservation and education 

The immersion objective was most successful because of the choice of site and the journey to personal 
experience. All transition spaces are housed within the same roof as the other spaces, and though this 
allows for easy transition between spaces and higher connectivity, limitations in this idea is exposure to 
the site. The awakening objective was least successful because the minimal disturbance to the natural 
state of its environment also meant a limited connection to land as there is a closer relationship with the 
trees than the earth. The regeneration objective was rated as a medium success because though it was 
successful in providing the services, the level to which it did so was limited.

critical analysis

104

Analysis of the 3 core spaces, based on the success of the desired experience for the building relative to 
the brief set and te whare tapa wha and tapu and noa in Section 4.5.1:

work   medium 
The nursery is very connected to the education spaces, ablutions and research lab however the nursery 
size limits the quantity of Kauri that can be grown.

eat   low 
Kitchen, dining and social spaces are located between the work and rest areas and successfully form a 
barrier between the two. The outdoor living space is on the bank’s edge and darker side of the building, 
it is also limited in size and lacks exploration qualities. 

rest   medium 
Individual rooms for each visitor allows for personal retreat however the close proximity to other spaces 
limits the degree of disconnection to social and work spaces.

This design has successes and failures in ensuring ‘of place’ design principles. These place-based 
principles influenced the way in which it sits in it environment, the programme and locally sourced 
materiality. All dimensions of health have been included but this building gives a stronger idea of 
community that it does individuality with the lack of use of the overall site. The connection of all spaces 
limits the use of the site, access to sunlight and the separation of the core spaces. Though objectives and 
spaces were all successful, all need further exploration and development.

105



4.3.2   developed concepts, ideas and possibilities

increased immersion

With core programmes being focused on physical (work), social (eat) and psychological  (rest), 
3 of the 4  health dimensions have been specifically developed. A spiritual connection self and 
nature can improved level of immersion (than seen in solution 1) can help to develop all experience 
values. 

The concepts considered in increasing the immersion objective are:
  
1.   how can the building better intergrate with the site

2.   how can personal immersion, awakening and regeneration be improved

3.   how can the experience of the larger site be included in the programme

106Figure 165   Sketch of transition between spaces.

1.   a building arrangement  
      that reacts to the natural
      environment

Rather than further elongating 
the plan of the building, the 
spaces in this design were 
split into separate buildings. 
Lengthening the journey to and 
from spaces more of the site 
can be experienced therefore 
a richer understanding and 
immersion can be achieved.

inclusion of site in the design

Along with fitting to the 
contours and interpretation of 
elements from site, this design 
aims to better include a real 
reaction to site through closer 
attention to positioning of 
trees on site and their uses in 
materiality.

materials

The quantity and size of 
Tanekaha will be easily 
implemented in the design as 
materials, utilised as slats and 
cladding. Other trees cut in the 
construction process will also be 
milled and utilised as building 
materials. 

outdoor spaces 

Through separating the 
buildings there is more 
opportunity for adjacent 
outdoor spaces in both public 
and private areas. Exposed to 
nature, they could be utlilised 
as shelters for education.

transition spaces

The spaces between buildings 
allows for a break between 
activities and a complete 
transition between with aims of  
contemplation, meditation and 
exploration through seating, 
shelters and viewpoints.

107Figure 166-168   Outdoor and transition spaces.



2.   programme development

With the specific development 
of personal immersion it was also 
important to concentrate on the 
regeneration of Kauri.

The Kauri nursery will be a major 
part of the development in this 
design as a response to the 
injured relationship between 
man and nature. 

With further investigation, 
the size of the nursery will be 
increased in order to produce 
higher numbers than possible in 
the previous design.

The process of the growth 
of Kauri is a slow and fragile 
process. The reproduction and 
growth process will need further 
research to ensure suitable 
spaces.

108Figure 169   Development of Kauri from seed to emergent tree.

3.   personal immersion 

As with the other spaces, the 
individual accommodation will 
be separated and will only be 
connected through a common 
path. 

Additional spaces for personal 
contemplation are in the 
transition and exploration areas 
between and beyond the 
buildings. 

Separate units will allow 
for a more personal and 
immersed experience of site 
and differentiate the core 
programmes.

The will be no power supplied 
to individual ‘huts’ and minimal 
energy use in all other parts of 
the facility, increasing  both 
responsibility and awareness of 
site.

109Figure 170   Individual ‘huts’ connected by decking. Figure 171   Individual ‘huts’ connected by path, creating more personal experience.



figure 172   Diagram of the reproduction and early growth of Kauri. 111



4.3.2.1   development of solution 2

introduction

The core ideas explored were:

transition and division of spaces

an increased understanding of 
programme and its implications 
in design

an increased immersion and 
experience of site with the 
development of plan as a 
journey

This design relies on developments of many of the principles explored in the previous design so only 
additional ideas will be discussed in this section. 
The similarities include: 

The location of arrival is again at the start of the ridge but is now accessed through a terraced nursery.

Though there are more buildings, the spaces are of similar scale and size to avoid cutting down too many 
trees.

The spaces are all split into the categories of WORK, EAT and REST.

112 Figure 173   Perspective view of layout of solution 2.



114Figure 175   Spaces arranged around river and positioned on ridge.Figure 174   Spaces arranged around river. Figure 176   Core spaces separated.

plan development

The same rocks from solution 1 
were again used to create a 
plan as a journey. 
The plan of design 2 utilises a 
large amount of the ridge and 
allows the journey to progress 
toward a truely individual 
experience as explained in 
Section 4.2.1.

Through enforcing a boundary, 
with separate roofs and 
bridged connections between 
the 3 space categories, definite 
and individual spaces are 
experienced.

The size of the rocks were used 
to interpret the scale of the 
spaces, this meaning that the 
smaller are more compressed 
or concentrated and the larger 
are spread out. 

The individual living spaces 
are spread out and allow for a 
personal experience whereas 
the nursery spaces are more 
concentrated for a more 
productive environment.
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116Figure 177 & 178   Development of spaces and journey through masterplan.

arrival and progression 
through masterplan

The arrival at this building is 
very important because it is the 
introduction to the environment 
and experience.

Threshold 4 - atea clearing
The terraced nursery is situated 
at the first flat part on the ridge, 
where a clearing in the trees 
opens to outdoor seating. A 
powhiri will welcome the visitors 
to the site where there are both 
indoor and outdoor facilites for 
this ceremony. 

Threshold 5 - WORK
Once at site, visitors will be 
arrive in the nursery and 
education spaces through the 
WORK part of the facility. 

Theshold 6 - EAT
With the welcoming formalities 
and tranisition complete the 
journey continues further up the 
ridge to the social retreat.

Threshold 7 - REST
As the visitors progress from 
the social facilities they are 
introduced to the private 
accommodation spaces in 
which the stilted structure of the 
building takes the visitors into 
the canopy of the native bush.

Threshold 8 - REST
From here there are viewing 
and contemplation spaces 
further up the ridge toward the 
top of the mountain.
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relationship to the ridge 

With splitting the spaces into 
separate buildings it was 
important to enhance the 
connections between people 
and a space or category of 
space i.e. EAT. The distance 
and thresholds between these 
spaces allows for a transition 
between modes.
 It was also a main 
objective to utilise the ridge in 
solutions to services.

fitting on to the contours
With a primary journey following 
the ridge to a contemplation 
space, this design has buildings 
that are stilted off the edge. 
This is to maximise the amount 
of ‘flat’ ridge that can be 
experienced on foot and retain 
the experience of the trees 
while in the buildings.

All spaces follow the contours 
of the ridge with the terraced 
nursery to the highest degree.
With the buildings following the 
contours, the height above the 
ground is also minimised for 
increased stability, structurally. 

energy solution
A power supply is required in the 
research lab and social retreat 
spaces. Torch or latern light will 
be used in the personal retreats 
at night, and the nursery spaces 
will only be used in the day. 
Photovoltaic panels and wind 
turbines will be fixed to roofs 
and a battery bank based at 
the social retreat will be used 
for storing energy. The canopy 
reduces the chance of direct 
light but the thin trees allow alot 
of sunlight through the ridge 
top. A 12V lighting supply will 
be sufficient with the use of 
LED fittings. Heating of water is 
achieved through a wood fire in 
the social space.

water collection
Water will be collected from the 
roofs of the personal retreats, 
the ablution block and the 
social retreat hub. Water will be 
stored in tanks at the personal 
retreat to allow for a gravity fed 
system and gravity pressurised 
showers in the ablution block. 
The majority of water will be 
stored under the social retreat 
allowing for a centralised water 
system and will reuire a water 
pump for use in the kitchen. 
The ablution block has been 
positioned lower than the social 
spaces to allow a gravity fed 
system to also operate here. 
Water required in the nursery 
will be gravity fed also.

118 119Figure 179   The buildings progression and relationship up ridge.

secondary water tanks main water tank



use of space

The steep sides of the ridge limits 
the spaces usable for building. 
It was decided that the idea of 
having a continuous building 
would no longer be used. 
Instead of competing with the 
natural canopy, it would be 
used as part of the experience 
between built form. A more 
successful experience of the 
‘place’ can be acheived with 
the enclosure of the natural 
canopy.

The sides of the ridge have 
been utilised to gain the 
experience of being in the 
trees. The flat part of the ridge 
has also been developed to 
create outdoor spaces, so both 
space within trees (decks) and 
ground is usable.

All interior spaces are therefore 
elevated above the ground.

120Figure 180   Sketch of interior of indoor nursery. 121Figure 181   Buildings relationship to contours of ridge.



spatial qualities

The buildings are designed for 
the people who use them and 
the place in which they are set, 
with a minimal and exposed 
structural aesthetic to reinforce 
the simplicity of the place and 
experience. Simple form and 
construction methods set a 
language true to the site. 

Connections to outside have 
been reinforced through, 
spaces which vary in feeling 
enclosure, large openings 
and angled roofs. Spatial 
experience is effected by the 
shape and size of the space, 
the entrance and the layout 
of the furniture within as shown 
with the accommodation 
spaces, right.

122Figure 182   Diagram of the development from grounded and elevated space. 123

Figure 183   Diagrammatic sketches of the use of interior and exterior space. 

Figure 184   Development of entrance to individual ‘huts’ and the effect on layout.



structural exploration

Exposed timber structure will 
be utilised in response to the 
aesthetic of the structure of the 
logging bridges. Exploration 
has been made in developinig 
a structure anchored by tree 
trunk posts onto which the 
roofs and floors are bolted. 
Native Puriri timber will be 
used as pile elements as it has 
been utilised very durable and 
structurally sound timber for 
many years. (see Appendix 
7.5) This will ensure a natural 
resistance to rot, relevance 
and natural association to site 
and avoidance of introducing 
treated timber. The exposure 
of these frames give an 
understanding of the structure 
and creates a continuity 
between interior spaces and 
exterior slatted elements and 
trees.

124Figure 185   Sketch of remains of bridge 2. 125Figure 186   Montage of structural exploration. Figure 187   Section through social spaces showing a native timber column structure. NTS



4.3.2.2   solution 2

Figure 188   Perspective view of layout of solution 2. 126 127

Figure 189   Perspective view of interior of social retreat spaces.

Figure 190   Perspective view of arrival to the of social retreat spaces. 



Figure 191  Solution 2 masterplan. 129



nursery

The nursery is made up of 3 areas which accommodate Kauri plants at different growth stages. Plants will be here for 4 years minimum so space 
was designed to allow for 1200 plants per year.
1.   warm environment - age 0-2 months - This will be used in the seed sorting and germination process and must be a sheltered and the
      important starting point in Kauri growth. The remaining time of the year it will be used as an education space.
2.   shade house - age 2 months-1 year - This space allows the seedlings to live in the environment in a controlled way before total exposure. 
3.   outdoor terraced nursery - age 1 year-4years - The terracing will allow the plants to grow in a monitored, natural environment. 130 131

Figure 192   Floor plan of 3 nursery areas.
Figure 193   Perspective view of arrival to outdoor nursery.



education spaces

With the education in these spaces being based largely on traditional and natural knowledge the openness to nature is encouraged through 
gradients of exposure with enclosed and partially enclosed spaces. The roof and walls are used equally in creating these qualities of space. 132 133

Figure 194   Floor plan of education spaces.
Figure 195   Perspective view of education spaces. 



social retreat

The social retreat spaces are designed to be part of the journey toward personal retreats and are at a comfortable proximity. These spaces 
are to encourage interaction between people so are fluid in the connections between spaces. The gradients of exposure to grounded and 
elevated spaces allow visitors to experience many levels of openness to nature. 134 135

Figure 196   Floor plan of social retreat spaces and ablutions.
Figure 197   Perspective view of arrival to social retreat spaces.



personal retreat

The personal retreats are arranged toward East to gain morning sun and are where visitors can withdraw and escape from all else. 8 huts 
arranged along the natural contour of the hill will allow engagement with self, rest, contemplation and meditation. Provisions allow for a couple 
to stay in each unit. 136

Figure 198   Layout of individual ‘huts’ along the ridge. Figure 199   Floor plan of personal retreat spaces.

137Figure 200   Perspective view of arrival to social retreat spaces.



Figure 201   Symbols representing Maori Gods.

interpretation of traditional element for contemplation space

These symbols of Maori Gods were used as inspiration for interpreting gods as pou (posts). In this design they are utilised in a circular 
contemplation space at the far end of the ridge.

Figure 202   Pou in the vertical lines of the trees.

138 Figure 203   Upward view from the centre of the contemplation space. 139



Analysis of the 3 objectives set in the brief, Section 4.2.1, in the following ways:

immersion  high 
Many methods were used to increase the immersion objective and the overall experience of place 
including a larger use of site for personal exploration and contemplation.

awakening  high 
With a higher focus on rest, eat and work areas individually, this objective is more successful through the 
level at which personal, social and work principles are highlighted separately.  

regeneration  high 
Through separating all buildings the spaces have been developed specifically. The personal and social 
spaces allow for a higher personal regeneration and the nursery also gaining support for conservation 
and regeneration.

All objectives have been enhanced and are successful and in this design the experience of objectives is 
at a high level. 
The separation of spaces allows the visitors to experience each of the core spaces separately with 
transition spaces between within the natural canopy of the forest achieving more complete transition 
between.

critical analysis
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Analysis of the 3 core spaces, based on the success of the desired experience for the buildings relative to 
the brief set and te whare tapa wha and tapu and noa principles in Section 4.5.1:

work   medium 
The terraced nursery, two enclosed nurseries and education spaces have possibly been too 
disconnected. The buildings are all too big relative to a desirable amount of clearing of trees but the 
increased size of the nursery means that a significant contribution to the population can be made.

eat   medium 
The dining, cooking and social spaces are connected as part of the journey up the ridge to personal 
experience. Social experiences can be enjoyed as an interim between the work and rest activities.

rest   high 
The separation of the rooms and their position on top of the ridge offers opportunity for a high level of 
immersion, awakening and regeneration.

The disconnection of spaces in this design is more successful in acheiving immersion in site. Development 
of spaces over a larger site offers clear and closer attention to each health dimension. Limitations of this 
design are in the use of work spaces, the need for separate nursery buildings separate to the nursery 
areas will be re-evaluted. The accomodation will also be reconsidered in gaining a better layout for 
entrance and use of space.
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4.3.3  final solution

Figure 204   Final examination wall layout. (print size 1300x5000)
Figure 205   Final masterplan with arrangement of spaces and services, NTS. (page 145)

The images in Section 4.3.3 were produced as part of the final examination for this research project. The principle design ideas in this final solution 
are similar to design solution 2 with major changes discussed where relevant in the following pages.





The circulation route within the nursery 
and wananga spaces is created through 
a connection of the terraced nursery, 
the outdoor wananga / atea and the 
elevated paths between nursery and 
education based buildings. 

The path between the wananga space and research lab was designed around a major 
Kauri tree which remains on site, creating a link between the growth of new Kauri and 
ancient Kauri on site.This being the highest elevated space above the natural contour of the 
ridge, conservation efforts are highlighted at many levels on site. Here specifically through the 
inclusion of the natural height of the trees within the shift between education and practical 
application.

The education space has taken a more simple form imitating smoothed linear contours rather 
than the wandering river.

A small research lab acommodates the annual drying of seeds and data collected from 
planted trees  i.e. mortality rates. 

Viewing decks are also positioned on East-facing platforms.

A gravity fed water tank is available for use in gardens as an alternative to collection from 
the river.

Figure 206   Kauri nursery plan, NTS. 147



As shown left, the arrival to the site 
remains through the terraced nursery at 
the first point of relief in the steep contours 
of the ridge. 

Figure 207   Arrival to site through terraced nursery.

The stepped path, atea space and buildings are arranged to cater for powhiri protocols and 
access to all education and nursery areas.

The  “interpretation of traditional element for contemplation space” was redeveloped as a 
outdoor wananga space and atea. This interpretation allows for the use of the traditional 
symbols in a way that lends more to the originating use of similar pou in wananga.

The exploration space is now simpler lookout spots in the natural forest rather than spaces 
dictated by human influence. The natural path of the ridge extends to exploration and 
contemplation in spaces without human influence for a high rating of immersion.
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The two buildings from design solution 2 
were merged to avoid the transferring of 
plants at 1 year old.

Figure 208   Interior of Kauri seedling nursery.

1200 plants are housed in this shelter (per year) through germination and growth up to 1 year 
old when they will be moved to the terracing shown through the louvres.

With alterable walls, spaced decking and a roof raised on 150x50 purlins, this space allows for 
both shelter and exposure to the natural weather on site.

The seedling nursery is positioned level to the lowest path of the terraced nursery, this acting 
as an extension of the outdoor gardens.

The rough-sawn timber, as in all other buildings is used in the majority of elements of 
construction and is sourced through materials milled on site.
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This circulatory based plan was 
developed for the use of EAT spaces as a 
transition between WORK and REST. The 
plan for these areas are very similar to 
design solution 2 with changes only made 
in the ablution block. 

Figure 209   Social retreat plan, NTS.

Major alterations to these buildings was through roof form where the angluar forms were 
simplified.

Level changes seen in the entry to the dining spaces, use of the viewing decks and steps to 
the lower ablution block allow the experience of both the light ridge and more dense and 
steep areas of the site.

A gravity fed water tank is positioned for the distribution of water for use in the kitchen, 
ablution areas and nursery.
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A major architectural decision was in the 
structural composition, based on the idea 
of the continuity of the journey through 
from the WORK to REST spaces. 

Figure 210   Section AA through kitchen in social retreat, NTS.

The rough-sawn native timber extends from the ground, through the floor and supports the 
roof. This also mimics the tall trees found on site where they support and house the wildlife of 
the forest.

Exposed timber is also a motif seen throughout the buildings where the majority of materials 
are natural  and native to the site.

A retaining wall was necessary in creating a level appropriate for the gravity fed water 
system to prevent having the tank positioned on the path of the ridge.
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The personal retreat huts have been 
designed to accommodate a more North-
East orientated living spaces. 

Figure 211   Personal retreat plan NTS.

With an arrival path from the North face of each hut and East-facing openings, views of the 
Eastern rising sun and river are achieved.

Private decks, solid southern walls and orientation of huts in relation to others means that 
despite the closeness of the huts, they are both private and secluded helping with a further 
increase of immersion, awakening and regeneration.

Each hut has no electricity or water and is furnished with only a shelf, desk, chair and bed for 
the basic needs of relaxation and REST.
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A major aim in the personal retreats was 
to enhance the relationship between 
building and land.

Figure 212   Section BB through personal retreat hut, Unit 4, NTS.

The structural decisions here are based on the idea of being balanced and free. The piles 
extend only to the floor with the hut supported above.

The short paths between the house > elevated path > bank, as shown in this section, is 
lending to the idea of being anchored to the earth while reaching reaching out toward the 
heights of the tree.

Hammock-like elements have been placed in the openings between rail supports on each 
huts private deck to allow for visitors to be suspended above the forest floor.
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The arrangement of personal retreat huts 
allows for 3 double rooms for staff and 5 
double rooms for visitors. 

Figure 213   Pathway to personal retreat huts.

The pathway between huts extends around the natural curve of the ridge and huts are 
orientated as shown on Page 156. 

The elevated path is low to act as an extension of the hillside with the undergrowth at a 
similar level and a separation enhanced once on paths to individual huts.

The staff accommodation, shown above the path, are positoned to look over the visitor huts 
and are the same in design and principle.

All accommodation is located at a reasonable distance for use of kitchen and ablutions.
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5.0
                   conclusion
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How can architecture be utilised to support and create places where vital connections between ourselves and the natural environment can 
take focus? 

The Ngahere of Aotearoa exist as a realm unified through beings and natural systems which nurture and support each other. The domain of 
Tane Mahuta once provided Maori with the necessities of life and the relationship was of respect, care and appreciation. An architecture in the 
New Zealand forest must respond to this relationship. With such strong ideas involved, architecture can complement a natural environment in 
which this relationship can occur but cannot create or replicate that environment.  The site through which architecture is stimulated or inspired 
must instead be the basis for the resulting building. Buildings placed in this environment can create either a barrier between or connection to the 
environment. The way in which this conclusion can be formed is based on how the environment has informed or bettered the building design 
and how the addition of buildings can contribute to this environment. The site, for this project, is of essential importance to the success of both a 
functioning facility which contributes to both the forest and the resulting architecture.
 The literature and site context research supports the idea that interaction with nature through both necessity and leisure is an important 
relationship that people have. For the programmes of this facility and the time frame people will stay here, the relationship between building 
and place is the fundamental link through which people will deepen their connection with themselves and the natural environment. 
 Some comforts of contemporary urban conveniences are needed to fulfil a way of life that has been acquired, although are not 
fundamental to a healthy, enriched and contented existence. Being in touch with the environment you are in only requires your own and that 
environment’s input and not the distractions that many modern technologies and stresses impose. Methods of incorporating site, ecological 
processes and conditions, ensure that the architecture is ‘of place’ and therefore the experience too is ‘of place.’ Elevated buildings allow the 
earth to continue growing and breathing below the occupied spaces while encouraging exploration and the personal experience of being 
held within the Ngahere while connected back to the ridge. The methods of design and construction that have been investigated, including 
position, scale and material choices, have focused on minimising impacts on the existing site. Photovoltaic energy production, rain water 
collection (and their rationed use)also contribute to a minimal impact on the site.

The architectural aim for all buildings was for them to be of a size, scale and complexity required to facilitate in a holistic healing and supportive 
experience. The architecture required for this project, is simple and provides an exposure and connection with the Ngahere which supports an 
attempt to enhance the Mauri of Puketi Forest and the Wairua of people. 

The masterplan proposes using the length of the ridge to facilitate clear connections between buildings, their functions and the natural 
environment. Though specific health dimensions have been considered through specific activities there are many overlaps in the programmes. 
Te Taha Tinana (physical dimension) is catered for through the distances between buildings and the exposure to clean air, natural and healthy 
living. Te Taha Whanau (social interaction) is facilitated for through eating and cooking together and in working toward a common goal of 

assisting Kauri regeneration. Te Taha Hinengaro (mental dimension) is enhanced with the elimination of stresses and distractions outside of the 
forest through the level of immersion achieved. Te Taha Wairua (spiritual awareness) will come through a closer connection to nature and to 
oneself through the exploration and immersion into site.
 With the vunerable state of the Kauri population, concentration on programmes of this nature are essential in the wider health of the 
Ngahere and the native species of trees, birds and insect life that Kauri support. Although recent human impacts on this forest environment has 
previously been destructive, the provision of a Kauri seedling nursery within it’s natural habitat is a positive intervention in assisting the revival 
of Kauri. The spaces which house education and indoor nursery spaces are designed for the exposure to the natural condition of site (for both 
people and Kauri). Terracing of the natural contours of the ridge allows for human intervention to take place with minimal changes to the form 
or slope of the site. The Kauri nursery will ensure exposure to predominantly natural conditions with the benefit of human assistance and aid 
in earlier stages of life. The scale of the buildings and terraced nursery are designed to accommodate 1200 plants per year with these plants 
planted in the Puketi Forest at 4 years of age. 
 With combined cooking, dining and social spaces designed to allow for social interaction, a feeling of community can be achieved 
between people who are looking for similar experiences. The social dimension of the facility is encouraged through the work and communal 
living programmes and is therefore a simple building layout provides the transition between the core modes of working and resting. Ablutions are 
positioned below and between the social and personal retreats for convenience of use, privacy and benefits of passive water supply. 
 The layout of individual units along the natural contour gives each a unique placement and view within the site, a sense personal space 
and retreat and enhanced private immersion. With the activities that fill the day, the ‘rest’ spaces are for individual rejuvenation and sleep. The 
use of space is simple therefore so are the layout, fittings and construction. 
 With the focus of experience of place and the architectural implications of achieving this experience, the use of power within this facility 
was not a core direction of this research project. The solutions sought were based on passive and minimal use of energy so solar; wind and 
gravity fed systems were favoured. The utilisation of hydro power may offer possibilities but require more research.
 

“The idea of being born from the earth is the foundation for kinship between earth and humankind…one is a child of the earth.”34 

34  Te Ara The Encyclopedia of New Zealand. Birth From The Earth, Being Indigenous, http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/papatuanuku-the-land/page-6 (accessed July 27, 2013) 165
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7.1
glossary of terms Maori    English

Te Po    Night, Darkness
Te Ata    Dawn
Te Ao    Light, World
Te Ao-tu-roa   Longstanding World
Te Ao Marama  World of Light
Ngahere   Forest

Papatuanuku  Earth Mother
Ranginui   Sky Father
Tane Mahuta   God Of The Forest
Tangaroa   God Of The Sea
Tawhirimatea  God Of The Winds
Tumatauenga  God Of War and Humankind
Rongomatane  God Of Cultivated Foods
Haumia-tiketike  God Of Uncultivated Foods
Hine-Ahu-One  First female created by Tane

Whakapapa   Geneaology
Iwi    Principle Tribe
Hapu    Sub Tribe
Whanau   Family
Tangata Whenua  People of the Land
Mana    Authority, Prestige, Control
Mana Whakahaere  Access, Admission
Mauri    Life Principle, Innate Life Force
Tapu    Sacred
Matauranga Maori  Maori Knowledge
Tikanga   Custom, Method
Kawa    Protocol 172

Maori    English

Tūrangawaewae  ‘A place to stand,’ feeling of connection to a place
Kaitiakitanga   Guardianship, Stewardship
Kotahitanga   Unity, Collaboration, Community
Whanaungatanga  Relationships
Rangatiratanga  Chieftainship
Maramatanga  Illumination
  
Wharenui   Meeting House
Whare Kai   Kitchen
Wharepaku   Toilets, Ablution Block
Waharoa   Gateway, Threshold
 
Whaikorero   Oratory
Whakatauki   Proverbs, Sayings
Taonga   Treasure
Rongoa Maori    Maori Medicine
  
Atea    Arrival Space
Pou    Post
Maihi    Bargeboard
Mahau   Porch
Tukutuku   Weaved Decorative Panels

Te Taha Hinengaro  Psychological Health 
Te Taha Wairua  Spiritual Health
Te Taha Tinana  Physical Health
Te Taha Whanau  Family and Social Health
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7.2 
cultural context 

appendix

This appendix is for further 
cultural information regarding 

genealogy. 
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Figure 214  Whakapapa of trees
Figure 215   Whakapapa of Te Ao (light)
Figure 216   Whakapapa of Te Po (dark)



logging

“The Kauri” was a documentary made in 1978 to describe a full history of Kauri since human 
settlement. It shows Ngatokimatawhaorua and states it was made from one log taken from the Puketi 
State Forest. It is a detailed history of Kauri logging throughout New Zealand and has explanation 
of the uses of timber and gums, the people who logged, methods in logging and gumming. With a 
description of gum diggers and their origins, many came from Croatia but as gum digging ran out, 
collecting gum from living trees was less successful and killed the trees. Conservation and the nursery 
at Waipoua Forest is also shortly recognised.

waka     Information gathered from conversation with Moetu Graham (March 30, 2013)

Ngatokimaatawhaorua is a waka which was once kept at Parimata Marae in Utakura, (“Parliament” 
named by Patuone), was taken to Otaua Marae near Taheke by Chief Rekauwere.
Hekenukumai Busby restored it about five years ago and it now remains at Otaua.

Mataatua, from Whakatane, took a wrong turn into Rangiahua, went up Waipapa, taken out of 
water and split to be walked to Takou Bay. Stones were recently unveiled to represent the 3 men who 
took the waka from Whakatane to Northland. 

Tainui waka made at the same time as the newest Ngatokimatawhaorua and was the connection 
between the 2 iwi, Te Herenga, at the 1940 Waitangi Day celebrations.

7.3 
historical context 

appendix

This appendix is for further 
historical information found 

throughout this research.

Figure 217   Photo of Moetu Graham’s father, far 
left, chipping the inside of Ngatokimatawhaorua, 
unveiled in 1940. 176 Figure 219   Maori land holdings between 1860 and 1939.

Figure 218   Maori calendar with instructions on appropriate activities in
 conjunction with the moon cycle. 177



7.4 
ecological context 

appendix
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Figure 220   Size and relative data of the largest Kauri in Aotearoa.
Figure 221   Distribution of Kauri. 
Figure 222   Maps showing Te Araroa walking tracks and the path which trampers take through Omahuta and Puketi Forests.
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Figure 223   Stitched map of Puketi Forest gathered from DOC. Field work and drawings by A.N. Sexton in 1939.
Figure 224   Map of Puketi Forests waterways, drawn in 1956. 181



7.5 
construction process 

appendix

Mahoe mills offer two portable 
mills which would be suitable 
for the milling of timber on site, 
although the smaller of the two 
would be significant for these 
purposes. Both of these option 
are circular saws, run on tracks 
and transported by trailer.

Figure 226   Supermill portable mill.

Minimax

up to 1.5m diameter to 200mm
petrol motor
levelled to any terrain
hard and soft wood
transported by trailer - set up 30 
mins
300x200mm to veneer
max length 6m

Supermill

diesel motor / electric option
hydrolic level, raise and lower 
functions
large and small logs
hydrolic powered feed
300x200mm to veneer
max length 6m

Figure 225   Minimax portable mill.
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Information regarding the in-ground durabilites and uses for main species of 
native timber.

Moderately durable in ground contact (durability class 3)
Kauri 
Rimu
Tanekaha
Are all available on site with Tanekaha the dominant species, all of which 
are suitable to be used in general construction.
Matai
The hard, reddish-brown wood made excellent flooring timber and window 
sills.35

Most durable timber (durability class 1)
Totara
Used in building situations which entailed railway sleepers and was used in 
both wharf and house piles.36

Silver pine/yellow silver pine
Heartwood used as sleepers, foundation piles and poles.37

Puriri
Puriri is “a living emblem of strength, durability, imperishable 
qualities.”38 This very hard and durable timber was used for railway sleepers, 
piles, fencing and heavy construction such as bridges.

35   Te Ara The Encyclopaedia of New Zealand. Conifers, http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/conifers/page-1 
(accessed September 29, 2013)
36   Department of Conservation New Zealand. Natural Durability of New Zealand Natives, http://www.
doc.govt.nz/Documents/conservation/historic/topics/stop-the-rot/stop-the-rot-whole-publication.pdf 
(accessed September 29, 2013) p.77
37   Ibid, p. 78.
38   Cowan, James. Legends of the Maori, http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-Pom01Lege-t1-
body-d2.html (accessed May 14, 2013) pg.10.

Figure 227  “In-ground natural durability classification of New Zealand-grown species.”
Figure 228   “The nature of timber decay”



solid slatted slats with screen slats with glazing

7.6
cladding appendix

The development of wall 
typologies will be key in creating 
the different experiences of 
spaces and in the levels of 
exposure to nature in each. The 
filtering of light through the tops 
of major Tanekaha give densities 
for filtration of light into the 
buildings. This will be reinforced 
through effects similarly created 
with built elements.
The materials used in cladding 
are discussed in Appendix 7.5.

184Figure 229   Development of wall typologies.

solid sliding slats moveable louvres slats with glazing and 
moveable screen
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7.7
model and examination 

appendix

Figure 230 & 231   Section model through seedling nursery, terraced garden and atea. 186 Figure 232   Examination wall layout. 187
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